153 Items Found

**ActiveX/Java (software)** (LTN Thes)

**Ad-ware (software)** (LTN Thes)

**Advertising software** (LTN Thes) (NPT)
  - Use **adware** (LTN Thes)

**adware** (LTN Thes)

Scope: Advertising software that automatically infiltrates a web browser.

- UF **Advertising software** (LTN Thes) (NPT)
- UF **marketing driven parasites** (LTN Thes) (NPT)
- BT **Software** (LTN Thes)
- BT **spyware** (LTN Thes)
- NT **browser hijackers** (LTN Thes)
- RT **Assaults** (LTN Thes)
- RT "Drive-by downloads" (LTN Thes)
- RT **malware** (LTN Thes)

**Anti-spam tools** (LTN Thes) (NPT)
  - Use **Anti-virus utility** (LTN Thes)
  - Use **Disinfecting** (LTN Thes)

**Anti-spyware** (LTN Thes)

Scope: Software intended to block advertisement pop-up windows.

- UF **spam fighters** (LTN Thes) (NPT)
- RT **Disinfecting** (LTN Thes)
- RT **software firewall** (LTN Thes)
- RT **Spam** (LTN Thes)

**Anti-virus program** (LTN Thes) (NPT)
  - Use **Anti-virus** (LTN Thes)

**Anti-virus settings** (LTN Thes)

- NT **viral signature update** (LTN Thes)
- RT **Anti-virus** (LTN Thes)
- RT **Zoo tests** (LTN Thes)

**Anti-virus utility** (LTN Thes)

- UF **Anti-spam tools** (LTN Thes) (NPT)
- UF **Detection** (LTN Thes) (NPT)
- UF **spam fighters** (LTN Thes) (NPT)
- UF **virus buster** (LTN Thes) (NPT)
- NT **Disinfecting** (LTN Thes)
- NT **infection-removal test** (LTN Thes)
- NT **spam filtering patterns** (LTN Thes)
NT  Zoo tests (LTN Thes)

**Anti-virus** (LTN Thes)
- UF  Anti-virus program (LTN Thes) (NPT)
- NT  Anti-spyware (LTN Thes)
- NT  Disinfecting (LTN Thes)
- RT  Anti-virus settings (LTN Thes)

**Application loading time** (LTN Thes)

**Archives** (LTN Thes)
- RT  Extracting archives (LTN Thes)
- RT  Nested archives (LTN Thes)

**Assaults** (LTN Thes)
- NT  "Drive-by downloads" (LTN Thes)
- NT  Hacker intrusions (LTN Thes)
- RT  adware (LTN Thes)
- RT  malware (LTN Thes)
- RT  Port scanning tools (LTN Thes)
- RT  spyware (LTN Thes)
- RT  Trojan horse (LTN Thes)

**Attachments** (LTN Thes)

**Auto-updating** (LTN Thes)
- NT  Backdoor(s) (LTN Thes)

**Backdoor ports** (LTN Thes)
Scope: Device used by worms to receive instructions from remote hackers.
- RT  Backdoor(s) (LTN Thes)

**Backdoor(s)** (LTN Thes)
- BT  Auto-updating (LTN Thes)
- RT  Backdoor ports (LTN Thes)

**Boot sector** (LTN Thes)

**Broadband connections** (LTN Thes)
- BT  Broadband (LTN Thes)
- RT  routers (LTN Thes)

**Broadband** (LTN Thes)
- NT  Broadband connections (LTN Thes)

**browser hijackers** (LTN Thes)
- BT  adware (LTN Thes)
- BT  hijack (LTN Thes)

**browser(s)** (LTN Thes)
- RT  pop-ups (LTN Thes)

**Centurian Guard (software)** (LTN Thes)

**Cloudmark SpamNet (software)** (LTN Thes)

**Configurable white lists** (LTN Thes)

**Configuration** (LTN Thes)

**cost/no cost** (LTN Thes)
- RT  Support (LTN Thes)
- RT  telephone support (LTN Thes)

**Crashes** (LTN Thes) (NPT)
Scope: Frequently Asked Questions

**File extensions** (LTN Thes)

**Firewall** (LTN Thes)
- NT hardware firewall (LTN Thes)
- NT packet filtering firewall (LTN Thes)
- NT Pre-set firewall (LTN Thes)
- NT software firewall (LTN Thes)
- NT Spam tools (LTN Thes)
- RT Port filtering firewall (LTN Thes)
- RT Port scanning tools (LTN Thes)
- RT Spyware hunting (LTN Thes)

**Flag** (LTN Thes)
- NT 'guarded file' (LTN Thes)

**Fortress (software)** (LTN Thes)

*fuzzy* pattern matching (LTN Thes) (NPT)

Use Heuristics (LTN Thes)

**granular configuration** (LTN Thes)

'guarded file' (LTN Thes)
- BT Flag (LTN Thes)

**Hacker intrusions** (LTN Thes)
- BT Assaults (LTN Thes)
- BT hijack (LTN Thes)
- RT "Drive-by downloads" (LTN Thes)
- RT malware (LTN Thes)
- RT Port scanning tools (LTN Thes)
- RT Spam (LTN Thes)
- RT spyware (LTN Thes)
- RT Trojan horse (LTN Thes)

**hardware firewall** (LTN Thes)
- BT Firewall (LTN Thes)
- RT software firewall (LTN Thes)

**Hardware router** (LTN Thes)

**Heuristic capabilities** (LTN Thes)
- BT Heuristics (LTN Thes)

**Heuristics** (LTN Thes)

Scope: Anti-virus scanners' ability to identify new malware via telltale characteristics.

UF 'fuzzy' pattern matching (LTN Thes) (NPT)

UF hit-and-miss protection (LTN Thes) (NPT)

NT Heuristic capabilities (LTN Thes)

**hijack** (LTN Thes)
- NT browser hijackers (LTN Thes)
- NT "Drive-by downloads" (LTN Thes)
- NT Hacker intrusions (LTN Thes)

**hit-and-miss protection** (LTN Thes) (NPT)

Use Heuristics (LTN Thes)

**infection-removal test** (LTN Thes)
BT Anti-virus utility (LTN Thes)
RT Zoo tests (LTN Thes)

Infection removal tests (LTN Thes)
BT Tests (LTN Thes)

Installation (LTN Thes)
Instant-messenger application(s) (LTN Thes)
Integrity checker (LTN Thes)
Interface (LTN Thes)
"invading code" (LTN Thes) (NPT)
   Use malware (LTN Thes)
Java (LTN Thes)
Junk mail (LTN Thes) (NPT)
   Use Spam (LTN Thes)
Knowledge base (LTN Thes)
Language support (LTN Thes)
Lavasoft Ad-aware 6 Plus (software) (LTN Thes)
levels of aggression (LTN Thes)
Linksys Wireless-G Broadband Router WRT54G (hardware) (LTN Thes)
Malicious software (LTN Thes) (NPT)
   Use malware (LTN Thes)
malware (LTN Thes)
Scope: malicious software
   UF "invading code" (LTN Thes) (NPT)
   UF Malicious software (LTN Thes) (NPT)
   BT Software (LTN Thes)
   BT Trojan horse (LTN Thes)
   BT Virus(es) (LTN Thes)
   NT worms (LTN Thes)
   RT adware (LTN Thes)
   RT Assaults (LTN Thes)
   RT "Drive-by downloads" (LTN Thes)
   RT evade detection (LTN Thes)
   RT Hacker intrusions (LTN Thes)
   RT "phising schemes" (LTN Thes)
   RT Polymorphic virus(es) (LTN Thes)
   RT registry keys and values (LTN Thes)
   RT spyware (LTN Thes)
marketing driven parasites (LTN Thes) (NPT)
   Use adware (LTN Thes)
   Use spyware (LTN Thes)
mass mailers (LTN Thes)
McAfee (software) (LTN Thes)
"nag" screens (LTN Thes)
Nested archives (LTN Thes)
   RT Archives (LTN Thes)
   RT Extracting archives (LTN Thes)
Net privileges (LTN Thes)
Network drives (LTN Thes)
Norton (software) (LTN Thes)
On-access scan (LTN Thes)
 outbreak response survey(s) (LTN Thes)
  RT outbreak response times (LTN Thes)
 outbreak response times (LTN Thes)
  RT outbreak response survey(s) (LTN Thes)
packet filtering firewall (LTN Thes)
  BT Firewall (LTN Thes)
  RT Port filtering firewall (LTN Thes)
  RT software firewall (LTN Thes)
partial on-demand (LTN Thes)
"phising schemes" (LTN Thes)
  BT Spam (LTN Thes)
  BT Trojan horse (LTN Thes)
  RT malware (LTN Thes)
"piggybacking" (LTN Thes)
  BT evade detection (LTN Thes)
  RT worms (LTN Thes)
policies (LTN Thes)
 Polymorphic virus(es) (LTN Thes)
  BT Virus(es) (LTN Thes)
  RT malware (LTN Thes)
  RT Script virus(es) (LTN Thes)
pop-ups (LTN Thes)
  RT browser(s) (LTN Thes)
 port and protocol combinations (LTN Thes)
  RT Port (LTN Thes)
Port filtering firewall (LTN Thes)
  RT Firewall (LTN Thes)
  RT packet filtering firewall (LTN Thes)
  RT software firewall (LTN Thes)
"port forwarding" (LTN Thes)
Scope: Opening select ports and assigning them to IP addresses of specific PCs; lets servers run online games or websites w/o exposing other networked PCs.
port-probing network worms (LTN Thes)
  BT worms (LTN Thes)
Port scan test(s) (LTN Thes)
  RT Port scanning tools (LTN Thes)
Port scanning tools (LTN Thes)
  RT Assaults (LTN Thes)
  RT Firewall (LTN Thes)
  RT Hacker intrusions (LTN Thes)
  RT Port scan test(s) (LTN Thes)
Port (LTN Thes)
RT port and protocol combinations (LTN Thes)

**Pre-set firewall** (LTN Thes)
- BT Firewall (LTN Thes)
- RT software firewall (LTN Thes)

**Privacy data protection** (LTN Thes)
- BT privacy (LTN Thes)

privacy (LTN Thes)
- NT Privacy data protection (LTN Thes)

**Protocol** (LTN Thes)

**PWB (software)** (LTN Thes)

**Quarantine(s)(-ing)** (LTN Thes)

**Recovery** (LTN Thes)
- RT registry keys and values (LTN Thes)

**registry keys and values** (LTN Thes)
- RT Anti-spyware (LTN Thes)
- RT malware (LTN Thes)
- RT Recovery (LTN Thes)
- RT Software (LTN Thes)

**Right-click support** (LTN Thes)

routers (LTN Thes)
- RT Broadband connections (LTN Thes)

**Rule sets** (LTN Thes)

**Scan speed** (LTN Thes)
- RT scanners (LTN Thes)
- RT scheduled scan (LTN Thes)

**scanners** (LTN Thes)
- BT virus scanners (LTN Thes)
- RT Scan speed (LTN Thes)

**scheduled scan** (LTN Thes)
- RT Scan speed (LTN Thes)

**Script virus(es)** (LTN Thes)
- BT Virus(es) (LTN Thes)
- RT Polymorphic virus(es) (LTN Thes)

**security suites** (LTN Thes)

**security** (LTN Thes)

**signature files** (LTN Thes)

**software firewall** (LTN Thes)
- BT Firewall (LTN Thes)
- RT Anti-spam (LTN Thes)
- RT hardware firewall (LTN Thes)
- RT packet filtering firewall (LTN Thes)
- RT Port filtering firewall (LTN Thes)
- RT Pre-set firewall (LTN Thes)
- RT Spam (LTN Thes)

**Software** (LTN Thes)
- NT adware (LTN Thes)
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malware (LTN Thes)
spyware (LTN Thes)
registry keys and values (LTN Thes)
spam fighters (LTN Thes) (NPT)
Use Anti-spam (LTN Thes)
Use Anti-virus utility (LTN Thes)
spam filtering patterns (LTN Thes)
BT Anti-virus utility (LTN Thes)
Spam tools (LTN Thes)
BT Firewall (LTN Thes)
RT Spam (LTN Thes)
Spam (LTN Thes)
Scope: Unwanted mail or pop-up advertisements.
UF Junk mail (LTN Thes) (NPT)
NT "Drive-by downloads" (LTN Thes)
NT "phising schemes" (LTN Thes)
RT Anti-spam (LTN Thes)
RT Hacker intrusions (LTN Thes)
RT software firewall (LTN Thes)
RT Spam tools (LTN Thes)
Spybot Search and Destroy (software) (LTN Thes)
Spybot (software) (LTN Thes)
Scope: Software for deactivating spyware
BT Disinfecting (LTN Thes)
RT Spyware hunting (LTN Thes)
Spyware hunting (LTN Thes)
NT Disinfecting (LTN Thes)
RT Firewall (LTN Thes)
RT Spybot (software) (LTN Thes)
RT spyware (LTN Thes)
RT Trojan horse (LTN Thes)
spyware (LTN Thes)
UF marketing driven parasites (LTN Thes) (NPT)
BT Software (LTN Thes)
NT adware (LTN Thes)
NT worms (LTN Thes)
RT Anti-spyware (LTN Thes)
RT Assaults (LTN Thes)
RT "Drive-by downloads" (LTN Thes)
RT evade detection (LTN Thes)
RT Hacker intrusions (LTN Thes)
RT malware (LTN Thes)
RT Spyware hunting (LTN Thes)
stability (LTN Thes)
Stand-alone applications (LTN Thes)
Streaming (LTN Thes)
Subscription (LTN Thes)
Support (LTN Thes)
  NT telephone support (LTN Thes)
  RT cost/no cost (LTN Thes)
System crashes (LTN Thes)
  UF Crashes (LTN Thes) (NPT)
  RT Degradation (LTN Thes)
  RT System service (LTN Thes)
System performance (LTN Thes)
  RT System service (LTN Thes)
System service (LTN Thes)
  RT Degradation (LTN Thes)
  RT System crashes (LTN Thes)
  RT System performance (LTN Thes)
telephone support (LTN Thes)
  BT Support (LTN Thes)
  RT cost/no cost (LTN Thes)
Tests (LTN Thes)
  NT Infection removal tests (LTN Thes)
Throttling feature (LTN Thes)
  RT executabale attachments (LTN Thes)
  RT Executable file formats (LTN Thes)
Trojan horse (LTN Thes)
  Scope: Infiltrating software program
  NT evade detection (LTN Thes)
  NT malware (LTN Thes)
  NT "phising schemes" (LTN Thes)
  NT worms (LTN Thes)
  RT Assaults (LTN Thes)
  RT Hacker intrusions (LTN Thes)
  RT Spyware hunting (LTN Thes)
Uninstall(-ing) (LTN Thes)
Updates (LTN Thes)
User-friendly (LTN Thes)
vendor(s) (LTN Thes)
viral definition(s) (LTN Thes)
  BT Virus(es) (LTN Thes)
  RT viral signature update (LTN Thes)
viral signature update (LTN Thes)
  BT Anti-virus settings (LTN Thes)
  RT viral definition(s) (LTN Thes)
  RT virus scanners (LTN Thes)
virus buster (LTN Thes) (NPT)
  Use Anti-virus utility (LTN Thes)
Virus(es) (LTN Thes)
  NT malware (LTN Thes)
Polymorphic virus(es) (LTN Thes)
Script virus(es) (LTN Thes)
viral definition(s) (LTN Thes)

virus scanners (LTN Thes)
scanners (LTN Thes)
Zoo tests (LTN Thes)
viral signature update (LTN Thes)

wireless traffic (LTN Thes)
worms (LTN Thes)
malware (LTN Thes)
spyware (LTN Thes)
Trojan horse (LTN Thes)
port-probing network worms (LTN Thes)
"piggybacking" (LTN Thes)

Zoo tests (LTN Thes)
Scope: Procedure for testing scanner's ability to handle a particular class of threats or family of viruses.

Anti-virus utility (LTN Thes)
virus scanners (LTN Thes)
Anti-virus settings (LTN Thes)
infection-removal test (LTN Thes)